RE: Rosh Hashanah – Fall 2021

B Block – Tuesday, September 7 – 8:50-10:50 a.m. (Class Meets Tuesday ONLY)
Make-up Time and Date: Friday, September 10, 8:00-10:00 a.m.
• Graduate Lawyering I: Intensive 001 Ross K
• Graduate Lawyering I 001 Ayers I
• Illiberalism in Legal and Political Theory Seminar 001 Halbertal M/Holmes S

B Block – Tuesday, September 7 – 8:50-10:50 a.m. (Excluding Tuesday ONLY classes)
Make-up Time and Date: Friday, September 10, 2:30-4:30 p.m.
• Lawyering 001 Chen E
• Graduate Lawyering I 002 Ayers I
• Accounting for Lawyers 002 Sweeney J
• Contracts 004 Adler B
• Taxation of Property Transactions 002 TBA
• Corporate Tax for ITP students 001 Cunningham N
• Lawyering 002 Malave E
• Lawyering 006 Duffourc M
• Contracts 003 Brooks R
• Lawyering 003 Caballero J
• Procedure 005 Miller A
• Lawyering 004 Beerdsen E
• Lawyering 005 Sanei F
• Evidence 001 Capra D

A/C Block -Tuesday -11:00 a.m.-11:55 a.m. & E Block –Tuesday – 12:05 p.m. - 2:05 p.m.
Make-up Date and Time: Friday, September 24, 2:30-4:30 p.m.
• Corporations 002 Jackson R
• The Listening Guide Method of Psychological Inquiry 001 Gilligan C
• Contract Drafting 001 Thomas N
• Lawyering for Transfers 001 Williams A
• Accounting for Lawyers 001 Siegel S
• Financing Development Seminar 001 Demel A
• Mergers and Acquisitions 001 Rock E
• International Tax I and II 001 Steines J
• Contracts (For LL.M. Students) 001 Sharfman K
• Graduate Lawyering I: Intensive 002 Ross K
• Antitrust: Merger Enforcement and Litigation Seminar 001 Tringali J
• The National Security Executive, the Courts, and the Constitution 001 Golove D
• Colloquium on Culture and Law 001 Weiler J
• Civil Litigation-Employment Law Clinic Seminar 001 Sager L
• Professional Responsibility and the Regulation of Lawyers 001 Miller G
• Corporations 004 Kahan M
• Trademark and False Advertising Law 001 Beebe B
• International Law 001 Kumm M
• Constitutional Law 001 Samaha A
F Block – Tuesday, September 7– 2:15-4:15 p.m.

Make-up Time and Date: Friday, October 1, 2:30-4:30 p.m.

• The Ethics of Identity Seminar 001 Appiah K
• Lawyering 008 Redwood B
• Trusts and Estates 001 Crawford B
• Professional Responsibility and the Regulation of Lawyers 002 Gillers B
• Introduction to Banking and Modern Finance 001 Ohlrogge M
• Criminal Procedure: Fourth and Fifth Amendments 001 Weissmann A
• Lawyering 009 Clemons T
• Law and Society in Japan Seminar 001 Upham F
• Global Justice Clinic Seminar - for JDs/LLMs 001 Satterthwaite M/Happel E
• Legislation and the Regulatory State for Transfer Students and LLMs 001 Rosenblum N
• Family Defense Clinic Seminar 001 Gottlieb C/Guggenheim M
• Human Rights Advocacy Seminar for LLMs 001 Satterthwaite M/Happel E
• NYS OAG Social Justice Externship Seminar 001 Pullman S
• Conflict of Laws 001 Silberman L
• Procedure 004 Gelbach J
• Torts 001 Sprigman C
• Tax Policy and Public Finance Colloquium 001 Shaviro D
• Copyright Law 001 Fromer J
• Procedure 002 McKenzie T
• Constitutional Law 002 Epstein R
• Criminal Law 005 Hertz R
• Corporations 003 Arlen J

S2 Block – Tuesday, September 7 – 4:25-6:25 p.m.

Make-up Time and Date: Friday, October 8, 2:30-4:30 p.m.

• Modern Legal Philosophy Seminar: The Books 001 Waldron J
• Intellectual Property Crimes Seminar 001 First H
• Labor & Employment Law Seminar 001 Estreicher S
• Federal Courts and the Federal System 001 Morrison T
• Colloquium on Law, Economics and Politics 001 Ferejohn J/Kornhauser L
• Classical Liberalism: History, Theory and Contemporary Jurisprudence Seminar 001 Rizzo M
• Resisting Contemporary Authoritarianism Seminar 001 Weiler J/Singh A
• Resisting Injustice Seminar 001 Richards D/Gilligan C
• Contract Drafting 002 Thomas N
• Law and Literature Seminar 001 Stimpson C/Gillers S
• Quantitative Methods Seminar 001 Rubinfeld D/Forrest K
• Racial Justice Clinic Seminar 001 Williamson J/Angelos C/Ho D
• Research Seminar for Future Academics 001 Marotta-Wurgler F
• IILJ Colloquium: Infrastructure, Rights and Regulation 001 Kingsbury B
• Immigration Law 001 Kalhan A
Night Block – Tuesday, September 7 – 6:35-8:35 p.m.

Make-up Time and Date: Friday, October 8, 8:00-10:00 a.m.

• Energy Transition: Law and Governance Seminar 001 Seber R
• Partnership Taxation 001 Steines J
• Graduate Lawyering I 013 Rosky D
• Complex Federal Investigations Seminar 001 Orenstein J
• Federal Judicial Practice Externship Seminar 001 Cherande M/Nathan A
• Housing Law Externship Seminar 001 McNally J/Nori S
• International Arbitration and the CISG 001 Ferrari F/Hosking J/Walters G
• Investment Treaty Arbitration 001 King B
• Lawyering 007 Simson D